
Longstone Primary School Home Learning Grid – Primary 4 (Week beginning Tuesday 1.05.20)  

 
Recommended everyday tasks: practise reading and common words.  Practise your times tables; spend 15 minutes 

on Sumdog.  Get your body moving and heart beat racing by being active for at least 20 minutes a day. 

 

Literacy and English Tasks Maths and Numeracy Tasks Wider Curriculum Tasks 

Reading:  
 
Last week, I gave you a booklet 
to read called ‘The Truth about 
Trolls’.  
 
After reading, you had a go at 
doing the first two activities, 

finding definitions and interesting adjectives.  
 
This week I have attached the Trolls Booklet 
again for you as well as the next 2 activities 
on a separate attachment (now that you are 
experts!)  
 
The activities follow on from last week and 
are: 
 
*The alliteration game (p9) and 
* The add-on adverbs game (p10) 
 
There is also a task included to draw your 
own troll!  

Maths: We are going to revisit telling the time. 
One day keep a detailed log of what you do at 
different times of day. Use digital or analogue 
time format, for example: 

 
or 8:00am: Wake up 
 
 
 or 8:15am: Have a shower 

 
I can use o’clock and half past. 
 
I can use o’clock, half, quarter to 
and quarter past. 
 
I can use o’clock, half past, quarter 
to, quarter past and 5 minute 
intervals. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaVgBjVh
4b8 (Half hour and hour song) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6RNkQ7lU
8Y (Time to 5 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENOYemd
WU08 (Digital time) 

Topic and Science:  
In science you had been learning all about the 3 
states of matter (solid ,liquid and gas) * I can sort 
materials into solids, liquids or gases. 
 
I have attached a worksheet at the end of this grid 
for you to have a go and see how many materials 
you can sort! 
 
Also, here is a fun clip on the BBC Bitesize website 
if you can watch it on a screen: 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articl
es/zsgwwxs 
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Spelling: Choose 5 common words a day 
from your list. Say, read, write, cover and 
check your common words at least 3 times 
each. If you can spell a common word then 
move on and focus on the words that you are 
finding tricky and keep practising!  
 
 Choose one of the activities below to help you 
practise them each day: 
 

• Rainbow words: First, write your 
spelling words in pencil. Trace over the 
word 5 times using a different coloured 
pencil every time. 

• Silly Sentences: write silly sentences 
with a spelling word in it. Underline 
your spelling word. 

• 3D words: Make your spelling words 
out of playdough, clay or something 
you have in the house. 

Subtraction: Choose an appropriate chilli 
challenge: 
1) 10-3    2)  12-2    3)  6-5     
4)  4-4   5)  10-4    6)  9-6    7)  
14-5   8)  12-5 
 
1) 13-4    2)  25-13    3)  15-7     
4) 32-17   5)  97-3    6)  51-19    
7)  73-10 8)  48-6 
 
1) 173-14    2) 685-23   
3) 855-37  4) 932-27  
5) 697-43  6) 299-29     
7) 873-51   8) 449-36 
 
We have been using our knowledge of 
place value to work out the answers.. here 
are some games to help you...  
https://www.splashlearn.com/subtraction-
games-for-3rd-graders (subtraction games 
and hints) 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f=T
akeAway (more Subtraction games) 

P.E 
 
 
Focus & Concentration 
 
Can you recall the alphabet out loud whilst 
music or the TV is playing in the background? 
 
 
 
Flexibility 
 
Can you sit on the floor with your legs wide apart, 

how low can you get your chest to the floor? 

 
 
Confidence & Self Esteem 
 
Can you explain the rules to your favourite PE 
game to someone in your house, and then play 
it with them? 
 

Writing: We are learning to use adjectives 

to add detail and description to our writing. 

Choose an appropriate chilli challenge to 

write about this character.  

 

 

Number of the day: Choose a 2,3 0r 4 

digit number each day. Then choose five 

things to do to it, for extra challenge you 

could do them all: 
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I can say and write three adjectives 

to describe a character. 

 

I can use adjectives and alliteration 

to make super sentences.  

 

I can use adjectives to write an 

exciting story. 

• Write the number. 

• Draw the number using tally 

marks.  

• Write the number name. 

• Decide if it’s an odd or even 

number. 

• Mulitply by 10               

• Divide by 10 

• Double it.       

• Half it. 

• Find the next number after it. 

• Find the number before it. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

kHtGbnYKGc (Odd and even number song) 
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